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Including iPhone Ringtone Maker, DVD to iPhone Converter, iPhone Video Converter,
and iPhone Transfer, 4Media iPhone Software Suite is especially packed for iPhone fans.
This iPhone software pack provides you with all the functions of DVD to iPhone ripping,
iPhone video converting, iPhone backup and transferring, and iPhone ringtone making.
4Media iPhone Software Suite supports all popular video and audio formats, and all types of
iPhone including the latest iPhone firmware 2.x, iPhone 3G and iPhone 3GS.

In addition, more features are added in this iPhone software package to upgrade your iPhone
life: producing video from pictures, extracting the favorite DVD/video segment, searching the
wanted iPhone files quickly, managing iPhone as portable hard disk, and so on.

So powerful and all-around! 4Media iPhone Software Suite will definitely bring you more
convenient and flexible iPhone life.

Key Functions

Make M4R iPhone ringtone from any video/audio
An iPhone ringtone maker and uploader to create your own M4R iPhone ringtone by
converting any video/audio file and upload it to iPhone directly without iTunes if you need.

Rip DVD to iPhone video/audio
A DVD to iPhone ripper and converter to put your favorite DVD movie and music on iPhone
with high quality by converting DVD to iPhone MP4 video and iPhone MP3, M4A, WAV audio.

Convert various videos/audios to iPhone videos/audio
An iPhone video converter to convert other video to iPhone video, like AVI, MPEG, WMV,
VOB, 3GP to iPhone MP4 video, and convert any audio to iPhone audio, like WMA, OGG,
M4A, AC3 to iPhone music.

Transfer files from iPhone to PC/iTunes, PC to iPhone
An iPhone video transfer and iPhone content manager to transfer iPhone files to PC or
iTunes for backup and sharing, copy files from PC to iPhone.

 

Key Features

Multi-core CPU, high conversion speed
Support multi-core technology and process your DVD ripping or video converting task with all
the cores to get higher conversion speed than ever before.
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Support a wide range of video/audio formats and the latest iPhone
Support most of popular video/audio files including AVI, MPEG, WMV, MOV, MP4, RM,
RMVB, DivX, ASF, VOB, 3GP, WMA, OGG, RA, AC3, APE, etc. as source, and all iPhone
types including the latest iPhone firmware 2.x, iPhone 3G and iPhone 3GS.

Split file and pick up segment
Split DVD movie or video into several parts to fit iPhone, and pick up the desired part from the
source file for converting to iPhone video/music/ringtone.

One source and multiple targets
Output iPhone MP4, MP3, WAV, and M4A files from one source at one click to fit different
demands.

Customize output file according to your need
Customize the output file size with Bitrate Calculator, and modify the output parameters (like
video resolution, bit rat, frame rate, audio sample rate, etc.) to output the right file you need.

Use iPhone like a portable hard disk
Open iPhone with Windows Explorer and use it as a removable, portable hard drive to take
full advantage of your iPhone.

Manage iPhone files easily
Support viewing music/videos/photos in two modes, searching the files you want with filter or
quick search, and creating/editing/deleting playlists in iPhone to manage iPhone files as
easily and conveniently as iTunes.

Easy to Use and batch conversion
User-friendly interfaces make DVD ripping, video converting, file transferring so easy just with
a few clicks. And the support of multithreading and batch conversion saves your trouble and
time.

System Requirements

OS     Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk     80MB free hard disk for installation
Graphic Card     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others     DVD-ROM Drive
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